1 INTRODUCTION

The minimum granularity of GPU allocation in modern cluster managers is the entire GPU [2, 9, 13] – a deep learning (DL) job can have multiple GPUs, but each GPU belongs to exactly one job regardless of its utilization level [3–5]. While this enables multi-tenancy at the cluster level, chronic underutilization of individual GPUs remains pervasive. The exclusiveness of GPU accessing makes unused resources of one job remain inaccessible to others. Taking memory as an example, as shown in Figure 1, the usage varies over time and between iterations. High peak-to-average usage ratio also makes static GPU memory partitioning ineffective. The root cause is the lack of support for sharing among multiple processes in modern GPUs and associated runtimes in a systematic manner [5].

Prior approaches for GPU sharing include library interception and designing new API, both of which fall short in practice. Works on library interception [1, 6–8, 11, 12] focus on applications with no more than a few kernels, while modern DL applications consist of hundreds or even unique GPU kernels. They also lack wide support from DL frameworks [5]. While designing new APIs from scratch [10, 14] achieves the most flexibility and efficiency, it is hard to adapt existing DL frameworks to the new API. The bottomline is that DL/CNN training today is performed on each GPU in a FIFO manner with all its known drawbacks: head-of-line (HOL) blocking, lack of support for preemption, lack of fair sharing, etc.

We present Salus to enable fine-grained GPU memory sharing among co-existing, unmodified CNN applications. At its heart, Salus is a consolidated execution service that exposes the GPU to different CNN applications and enforces fine-grained sharing by performing low-level memory management, GPU task scheduling, and addressing associated issues such as deadlock prevention and GPU-to-host memory paging. We have integrated Salus with TensorFlow and evaluated it on the TensorFlow CNN benchmark. In extreme cases, Salus improves GPU memory utilization by up to 20×. Training times of individual jobs in online cases can also be improved by Salus, which avoids HOL blocking caused by longer jobs.

2 SALUS OVERVIEW

The overarching goal of Salus is to enable fine-grained sharing of individual GPUs between multiple CNN applications without requiring any changes to user-written scripts. It should also provide primitives such as fair sharing, preemption, and admission control – to implement different resource sharing/scheduling policies, avoiding head-of-line (HOL) blocking, and increasing resource utilization.

We use a job to represent one session of training of a computation graph, which can have multiple iterations. A task is a closure that performs a certain operation. It roughly corresponds to a node in the computation graph, and may consist of multiple CUDA kernels with...
For a task $j$ in job $i$, the memory it allocates during execution can be released as soon as the task finishes, or at the end of the whole training session. We refer to the first kind of memory as the task’s temporary memory $T_j$, and the latter, persistent memory $P_j$. From the job’s perspective, its persistent memory is the sum of all its tasks; i.e., $P_i = \sum_j P_j$. Oftentimes, model parameters that are updated across iterations make up large part of a job’s persistent memory.

On the other hand, because a job goes through many iterations, summing up all its tasks’ temporary allocations is not very useful. Instead, we care about the peak temporary memory usage of that job during any of its iterations ($T_i = \mathcal{P}_i = \max_k \sum_j T_j$, where $k$ is one iteration).

A task is scheduled if and only if it is “safe” to run. If the total memory capacity of a GPU is represented by $C_i$, then the task safety condition can be expressed as: $(P_j + T_j) \leq C_i$. Similarly, we can calculate the job-level safety condition: $(P_i + T_i) \leq C_i$.

For any iteration, if a job fails to meet this condition while running, it would simply crash/fail in most existing DL frameworks due to insufficient memory on the GPU device. Salus uses a more aggressive admission control policy to accept jobs into the system. Specifically, the following condition is enforced for admitting job $i$:

$$P_i + \left( \sum_j P_j + \max_j T_j \right) \leq C_i$$

which ensures there is enough remaining space for the largest peak temporary memory usage for any admitted jobs, so at least one job can progress. This way, job-level deadlocks are avoided.

A key assumption above is that we can accurately predict a job’s persistent and peak memory usages. However, even with accurate information, a bigger challenge arises when jobs do not allocate memory atomically, causing deadlocks.

Salus implements an application-aware memory paging mechanism as a failsafe to deal with such extremities. This failsafe is necessary, as simpler solutions like killing and restarting jobs has prohibitively expensive overhead, due to the long-running nature of many training jobs. Note that we refer to this mechanism as paging to indicate that Salus moves some GPU memory content to host memory when GPU memory is insufficient. However, the granularity is not the standard 4 KB or 2 MB pages we see in operating systems. Application-specific granularity – specifically, tensors – is used for performance reasons.

### 3 SCHEDULING POLICIES IN SALUS

The state-of-the-art for running multiple CNN (or DL) jobs on a single GPU is simply FIFO [3–5], which can lead to HOL blocking. By enabling fine-grained sharing of a GPU, Salus opens up a huge design space that can be explored in future works. To demonstrate the possibilities, we have implemented three simple policies:

- **Packing** packs jobs with different GPU memory requirements together at the task level to achieve higher utilization. This, of course, should adhere to the task- and job-level safety conditions. With no fairness consideration, tasks are submitted in a FIFO order regardless of their parent jobs, and work conservation is achieved by skipping tasks that do not fit in the available GPU memory.

- **Preemption** enables prioritization of jobs based on arbitrary criteria. For example, shortest-job-first and shortest-remaining-time-first policies can be implemented to support DL and CNN models development, which are often an interactive, trial-and-error process with shorter jobs. With preemption, these interactive jobs finish faster. Higher priority jobs are admitted as long as their own safety condition is met regardless of other already-running jobs.

- **Fairness** aims to equalize the resource usage of active jobs. Tasks from the job with the least memory occupancy over time are given higher priorities. We capture the memory occupancy of a job ($R_i$) as an integral over time: $R_i = \int M_i(t)$, where $M_i(t)$ is the job memory usage at time $t$. To support online job submission, we reset $R_i$ values whenever a new job arrives to ensure long waiting jobs do not starve when new jobs always arrive with $R_i = 0$.

Note that (multi-resource) temporal scheduling is a broad area, which we plan to explore in the future.

### 4 EVALUATION

We evaluated Salus using 11 CNN workloads with different batch sizes and durations to understand its effectiveness and overheads. The highlights of our evaluation are as follows:

- Salus is able to handle multiple tasks in a fair fashion with and without work conservation. Salus can also remove HOL blocking by preempting the larger jobs.

- In a large-scale setting, Salus is able to handle 20 jobs simultaneously and equally assign the memory for each of the jobs.

- Salus still has some overhead in terms of the job completion time (JCT), especially for CNNs that have a large number of convolutional layers. The ratios of the JCT on Salus and the baseline JCT are plotted for each workload in Figure 3.
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